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BY
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§ 1.   Canonical development of the equation of a ruled surface.

In the second memoir f it was shown that, in the vicinity of an ordinary point,

the equation of any non-ruled surface could be expressed by a series of the form

z = xy + i(af + tf) + ^(Ix* + Jjf) + ■■-,

where /, t/and all of the following coefficients are absolute invariants of the

surface. The geometrical significance of this development was fully brought

out and gave rise to a number of new and important results. For a ruled sur-

face, however, no series of this form exists. It is the purpose of this paper

to find a canonical development for this exceptional case and to interpret it

geometrically.

We shall assume that the partial differential equations of the surface are

given in their canonical form

2C + 26y„+/y=0,

ym + 2«Vu + gy = ° »

so that the curves u = const, and v = const, are the two families of asymptotic

curves.    The curves u = const, will be straight lines, if and only if a = O.J

This we shall assume from now on, so that our fundamental system of equa-

tions is

(1) y„„ + 2öy„+/y=0,       y„ + gy-0.

These equations will characterize a ruled surface S whose generators are the

curves u = const.    The integrability conditions of this system are §

* Presented to the Society (Chicago), January 1, 1908. Received for publication January 6,

1908.
t These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 79.

I First Memoir.    These Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 260.

% These Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 247, eq. (34). In the last equation / and g

should be interchanged.
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(2) jf.-O,        b„+f = 0,        -fvv + 4gbv+2bgv=0.

They are supposed to be fulfilled so that, in particular, g will be a function of v

only.    The four fundamental semi-covariants are

(3) y,     * = yu,      p = y.,      °- = y„„-

Along a generator u remains constant, so that the line joining P to P is a

generator of the surface and we may think of this surface as being the locus of

the lines P Pf which correspond to the various values of u.

For the purpose of our development we shall need the partial derivatives of y

up to those of the fifth order. We may use the expressions for the derivatives

of the first four orders which were obtained in the second memoir f and simplify

them by putting a = 0.    This gives

(4) y» = zi     yv = Pi     y„„ = -/y-2fy,     2/„„ = °-,     ym=-gy,

and

es    y^=-f»y-ß-2kP-2bcr,       yuu=(2bg-f)y-(f+2\)p,
(5)

yum=-9z> yvm-—9vy-9P-

We have further

"liUUU 1 O   ' ¡iUUUV l-^li7  1 JUUÜO   ~~ 'l"'

(6)
V     = 28, y,        y     = 2e, y,

where the symbols on the right members are abbreviations for expressions of the

form

aiV + «2* + a3P + «4"", etc.,

and where

ax=f2-4b2g+2bf-fm, «2=-2/„,     a3=2(2bf+2bb-bj, a,= -4bu,

ft-»«*-/.. &-%-/* ß3=-(fu+2bj,        ßi=-(f+2bv),

(7)7,=/?, 72=0, 73=26ff, 74=0,

si=o, S2=-gv,    S3=°> K—it

ei=-9„+9\ e2=0, e3=-2gv, <ù=0.

Similarly we may write

Juuuuu 1 o ' "uuuuv ^1 " ' "uuuvv iXy ,

(") v'iv/ ^> i -^ y

J iiuvov 1 " ' *? uvovv ~~ 1 ¿. ' v vwtv '1 " '

where

*These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), pp. 98-99, eq. (78) to (80).
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(9)

,      da da. ,      dß

or explicitly,

<=-6ôu„ + 4&/+4o&„        ^; = -45„b-2/u,        7¡ = 26a,

(     8>0, <--v.. s-o,

while the expressions of the other coefficients in (8) are not needed for our

present purpose.

Let us consider the point u = u0, v = v0 of an integral surface of system (1).

The values of y,yu,yv, etc., for this point can be computed by the formula?

just developed. Let Y or (u, v) represent a point in the vicinity of (u0, v0),

and let us assume that the point (un, vf) is an ordinary point of the surface,

i. e., let us assume that the coefficients of (1) are regular about this point.

Then we shall have by Taylor's development

Y= y + y.(« - «o) + y.(* — »•) + '•■»

But, making use of (4) to (8), this may be put into the form

F= xxy + x2z + x3p + x^,

where as;, • ■ -, as4 are series proceeding according to positive integral powers of

u — u0 and v — v0. As in previous papers we shall introduce PyPzPfPa as

tetrahedron of reference in such a way that (asj, • • -, r*4) become the homogene-

ous coordinates of the point Y with respect to it. Moreover, in place of u — u0

and v — v0 we shall write u and v respectively.

We obtain in this way the following series for the homogeneous coordinates

of a point of the surface in the vicinity of P , the terms up to and including

those of the fifth order being actually computed :

xx = l- \fu2 - \gv2 - \fy + l(2bg -ff)u2v - \9y

+ fa (axu* + 4ßxu3v + 6yxu2v2 + 4hxuv3 + exv*)

+ -^(dy+bß'yv+iwytf+iQh'ytf+be'^tf+cy) + ■■-,

x2 = u — lfus — \guv2 + £z(a2u4 + 4ß2u3v + 6y2n2v2 + 4S2uv3 + e2v4)

+ íily(«>5-f5/3>í.i) + 107>3^+10o>V+5e>^-f-r>5) + •••

x3 = v-bu2-$by-l(f+2bv)u2v-\

+ 21i(asui + 4/33m3u + Gy3u2v2 + 4S3M«3 + e3«4)
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+ T|u(«>5+ oß'3uiv+10y'3u3v2+ 108; «V+ 5e3Mt>4 + Çy) + ■■■,

x4 = uv — $bu3 + fa ( a4 w4 -f- 4ßtu3v + 6ytu2v2 + 484m>3 -f e4i>4)

+ Tlïï(a>5+ 5/8>*« +107>V+ 10o>V+ 5e>4+ £>5) + ■■-.

We find therefore

(12) \ = 1 + ifu2 + ig*2 + i/.«s- (ty- */>'» + igy +Ä(6/2-«.)«*

- ^lW3« + J(2/gr - yx)u2v2 - l¡8xuv3 + fa(6g2 - ex)v* + ■ ■ -,

whence, if we introduce non-homogeneous coordinates

f = ? = M + *•/«" + A (4/„ + «>' + *(rS, - 6ty +   S/,)!!3. + ^«V
Xl

+ *(?.+g2)^3+2V2"4 + ike2«/2 - 6«, + «;k

+ ^(/s; - 4/8,)««« + ^(2/0 + 7; - 87l)«v + TV(s; - ^i)«V

■,-& -«- o«2- ^„»-6,«»«+^+^K-126/>4+|(/u+/33) W3«
xi

+ i(2/:-6^ + 7.)«V+*88«tr'+sV(es+4fl'.)*4+lÍT(aí-406/.)«í

<13) +21í(/3;-«1+240V-126/-126„/)M^+1V(7;-2/31-2óuSr)M3^

+ A(«í - 3% + 2/^ - 2gb - ogbf)u2v3 + M<~ 4*i)««'

?= J = uv - Jom3 + ^w4 + i (/84 + 3/)M3<; + \yiU2v2 + \(\ + Sg)uv3
xx

+ ̂ y + ïh« - 206/K + Mß'< + ¥Mv

+ J2-(74 - Ubg + 6/>V + &S>V + A « + 4?>*4

+ lW«'+-

This gives

?- h= I&«3 + Ru* + ibvu3v + fa(buu + 166/- 4oo>5 + ¿o„rM4*>

+ i(4ty-8/,-o„)«V + ...,

(14) f = w3 +/m5 + • • -,        if r¡ = u3v — bus + ■ ■ ■,

£4 = «< + ..., |V = MV+...,

£5=W5 +•••, £4rç = M4« + • • •,
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so that we obtain the following development

i5 t- to + m+ibu? + ti.es + ^(baa- 4bf+ leso.)?+i6„.ri

+ i(46Sr~8/t-5„)r^+--.

Notice that, in this series, the terms which involve £°, £, j; , f2, j?2 , £2 77, £i?2 '

Vs t ^V2^ to31 V4i l2^3) to*, rf are absent, while the coefficient of to is unity.

Just as in the case of a non-ruled surface, it may be shown that the most general

transformation of coordinates which preserves this form of the development is

the following :

nfn_Mg+flg) _    K? + «0_V?_
(L0)  X-l+a£+ßr, + aßr       y-l + aC+ßt,+aßl;>       Z ~ l + ai-+ßr, + aßt;'

where a, ß, X, p are constants at our disposal, which we shall choose in such a

way as to simplify further the form of the development.

We find, to terms of the third order inclusive,

. = 1 _ aÇ _ ßv + a2|2 + aßto + /3V
(17) l+aC + ßv + ezßl;-

-(a3+%baß)C3-a2ßC2V-aß2Cr,2-ß3r]3+---,

so that we shall have, to terms of the fourth order,

X^=^a^2+(a2+lbß)^+\(-clbaß-oa3+bß)^+%(-bß2 + bß)^v+---,

(18) V
'y- = n-ßrf + iabt;3 + ß2v3+^(-4a2b+ ba)?

+ i(-2baß + ba)?n-ß3r,i+---,

whence, to terms of the fifth order inclusive,

g - fr - a?r, - ßto2 + %àb? + ( «2 + &ß)?V + «/W + W

+ ía(bu - 86a )f + \(bß + 4b a - lobaß - 6a3) fS,

+ i(- 4bß2 + 2bß - Za2ß) t?n2 - aß2^3 - ß^v* + ■•;

(19) ± ■ to + IW ~ d?n - ßto2 + \(bu-4ab)? + $(oa2 - 2bß + 2bv)?V

+ aßtfn2 + ß2to3 + &(bm- W+ 1666, - 56ua + 206a2) f5

+ i(-Ga>-0ß-4ba + bJ?v + lr(4bg-e)fv-bv,-6a2ß

+ 4bß2 - 4bß){V - «£2f v3 -ß3to*+----
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Consequently we obtain :

^? = §6?3 + |(6„-8a6)r + f(6t-26^)|3^ + 3V(6„u-46/

(20) +1666-10&„a+606a2)£5+i(6„-86,a-26u/3+166«/3)£S7

+ 1 (4bg - 8/. - bvv -Sbß + t2bß>)?v* + ....

Again we find, to terms of the fifth order inclusive,

(JY- f » - 3«r + (6a2 + 26/8)F + • • -,

(•)'-r_4*+.., (5)"-r+....      (;)>is+....

whence

r-(;)'+^s)"+....

•,-(ï),+fc(s)'+(M-w(s),+ --

Let us substitute these values in (20), and put

(21) 0-Jl

as in the case of a non-ruled surface.    Then (20) becomes

Z^=ii(^)3+l(K+*i«)($+

(22> ^.-^m^-^^m'iih--
We may choose a so as to make the coefficient of (x/Xf equal to zero, i. e., we

may put

(23) ^ a=-htb.

Then the series becomes

<w-i?-i»Cs)'-*J(S)+S(s)'5-ifi»(s),(5)
2

+
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where h, C', and & are the same quantities (invariants) which have been denoted

by these symbols in the first and second memoirs, viz. ;

A=62(/-r6,)-i66„u + T58-&2,

(25) 0' = 64 [6s.+ 26/,-46V],

Of course, in making the substitutions (21) and (23) it is assumed that b is

not equal to zero ; this means that the point of the ruled surface, in the vicinity

of which the development (24) is valid, is not a flecnode.* Any ruled surface

which is not a quadric will therefore admit of a development of the form (24)

in the vicinity of any one of its ordinary points which is not a flecnode, since

the quadric is the only ruled surface all of whose points are flecnodes.

The constants A and p are still at our disposal. We shall choose them in

such a way as to make the coefficients of the development absolute invariants.

If h is different from zero, assume

2h
\2 = %bp,        ^--jgg/i,

whence

(26) X = lV-\h,       «--jöp,

where either of its two values may be given to the square root.    This gives us

the final form of the canonical development for h + 0,

*      * 563C" 52¥ff   , ,

(27)      »-«+*+*-^v_^*r-arro«Y + "--

The equation of any ruled surface may be developed in two ways into a

vower-series of form (27) in the vicinity of any ordinary point of the surface

which is not a flecnode and for which the invariant h does not vaniah.

If h = 0 while & + 0, (24) is still valid. Assume C" ^= 0, and determine \

and p so that

X2=$6/x,        *3 = 48>

whence

which gives the canonical development for this caae (6 = 0, C + 0),

*Cf. second memoir, eq. (1¡>). This gives tij2 =— 86. But u[2 = 0 is the condition that

P, he a fleonode.    (Pry. Diff. Qeom., p. 150. )
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(28) z = xy + x3+x*y-^r^f=x3y2+....

If h = C = 0, ff 4= 0 we put

x2 = lbp,      XV- -¿j,

with the resulting development

(29) a = a;2/ + x3-|-x3y2+••••

If A = C"= 0'= 0 the establishment of a definite canonical form would require

the computation of terms of the sixth order. We shall see, however, in a later

paragraph that if the conditions

6=|=0,        h=C'=av=0,

are fulfilled identically, not only will the development

(30) z = xy + x3

he exact up to terms of the fifth order, inclusive, but the series will break off at

this point, so that the surface is of the third degree. Finally if the condition

6 = 0 is fulfilled identically, the surface is a quadric

(31) z = xy.

Every ruled surface may be represented by at least one of the developments (27),

(28), (29), (30), or (31) in the vicinity of one of its ordinary points. The con-

ditions under which one or the other of these developments breaks down are

given by the vanishing of one or several of the invariants 6, h, c, 6'. The

geometrical significance of these conditions will become apparent subsequently.

§ 2.  Geometrical determination of the canonical tetrahedron.    The

osculating Cay ley's cubic scroll.

The canonical development having been found, we proceed to investigate the

geometrical significance of the tetrahedron of reference which is connected

with it. As in the case of the non-ruled surfaces it becomes necessary, for this

purpose, to consider a unodal cubic surface which has contact of the fourth order

with the given surface S at the given point P.

The equation

(32) Z(co+pX+qY+rZ)2+cb(X+\Z, Y+pZ, co + PX+qY+rZ) = 0,

in which p, q, r, X, p are arbitrary constants and where ef> denotes a general

ternary cubic involving ten further arbitrary constants, represents the most

general cubic surface with a unode.    The intersection of the three planes

(33) x + \Z=0,        Y+pZ = 0,        co+pX+qY+rZ = 0
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will be its unode, and the plane

(34) co+pX+qY+rZ = 0

its uniplane.*

We may introduce homogeneous coordinates into (27) by putting

am X Y Z(35) * = -,        y = ~,        *--.

We intend to determine the fifteen constants of (32) in such a way that the

unodal cubic shall have contact of the fourth order with S at P. Then, to

begin with, the plane Z = 0 (the tangent plane) must intersect the cubic surface

in a curve which has a double point at X= Y= 0 (the point of contact), the

tangents at the double point being X= 0 and Y= 0 respectively (the two

asymptotic tangents of the surface S at the point P). Now the curve, in which

Z = 0 intersects the cubic surface (32), is

Z=0,        cb(X, Y, co+pX+qY) = 0.

The conditions just mentioned require that eb shall be of the form

aX3 + bY3 + dX2Y+ eXY2 + lXY(co + pX+qY),

so that our unodal cubic will have an equation of the form

Z(co+pX+qY+rZ)2+a(X+\Z)3+b(Y+pZ)3+d(X+\Z)2(Y+pZ)

+e(X+\Z)(Y+pZ)2+l(X+\Z)(Y+pZ)(co+pX+qY+rZ) = 0,

or in non-homogeneous coordinates

a(l +px+ qy + rz)2+ a(x + \z)3+ b(y + pz)3+ d(x + Xz)2(y + pz)

(36)
+ e(x + ~\z)(y+ pz)2 + l(x + ~\z)(y + pz)(l + px + qy + rz) = 0.

If this cubic surface has fourth order contact with S at P the development

(27), when substituted for z in (36), must satisfy the equation identically up to

terms of the fourth order inclusive in x and y. The conditions that this be so

are found to be as follows :

1+ 1 = 0,        a + 1 = 0,        6 = 0,

2p + d + lp + pl = 0,        2q +e+l(\ + q) = 0,

(37) p2 + 2q + 3a\+dp + l(\+pp) = 0,

2(pq + r) + 2\d+ 2pe + l(\p+p\ + qp + r) = Q,

q2 + Sbp + e\ + lq\=0,        2p + lp = 0,

*Second Memoir, eq. (104).
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the solution of which offers no difficulty.    We find :

(38)   o —1, 6=0, l-1, \=\p2, p=2p, d=p, e=0, q=\p2, r=\p3,

so that (in homogeneous form),

F= Z(co+pX+ip2Y+ip3Z)2-(X+ip2Z)3+p(X+ip2Z)2(Y+2pZ)

- (X+ \fZ)(Y+ 2pZ)(co +pX+ip2Y+ ip3Z) = 0

is the equation of the most general unodal cubic surface which has contact of

the fourth order with the ruled surface S at one of its points P. Since p

remains arbitrary, we see that there exists a singly infinite family of such

surfaces.

In order to investigate these surfaces a little more in detail, let us put

(40) t=X+\p2Z, n = Y+2pZ, K = Z, il = m+pX+\p2Y+\p3Z,

so that (39) becomes

(41) F= Çil2- |3 +p?t,-toil = 0.

Indicate the partial derivatives of F by subscripts.    Then

F(=-^ + 2pto~vH,       Fv = p?-£il,

Fi = il2, Fa = 2Çil-to-

These equations show that (41) has a nodal line f = il = 0 for every value of

p, so that all of these cubic surfaces are scrolls.    The locus of these nodal lines

Ç = X+±p2Z=0,        il = o> + lp2Y + p(X+lV2Z) = Q,

obtained by eliminating p, is the hyperboloid

cùZ - XY= 0

which osculates the ruled surface S along the generator g that passes through

P.    We find further

F(t = -6Ç + 2pV,        *„-»,        ^« = 0,        Faa = 2K.

Ftv = 2pC-il,             Fvi = 0,        Fio=2il,

■*K-0, F^-£,

Fia=-V-

Let (0, n', f, 0) be a point of the nodal line.    The equation of the pair of

planes tangent to (41) at this point will be
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(42) v'(p?-Çil) + t.'il2 = 0.

which will coincide if and only if

(43) v'(v'-W) = 0,

so that the ruled cubic will have two distinct unodes

(0,0,1,0)        and        (0,4p, 1,0),

the two pinch jyoints of the cubic scroll, if p is not equal to zero. If p is equal

to zero, the two pinch-points coincide, so that we obtain a Cayley's cw6tc scroll.

Equation (42) then becomes

û(-vf+rû)-o
or

o>(-Y'X+ Z'o>) = Q,

so that the plane a> = 0 is tangent to the ruled cubic along the whole nodal line,

while the other plane touches it at just one point. We shall speak of a> = 0 as

the singular tangent plane of the Cayley cubic. The equation of the Cayley

cubic itself becomes

(44) Zco2 -X3- XYcù = 0,

or in non-homogeneous coordinates

(45) z = xy + x3.

If we compare this with the canonical development (27), it becomes apparent

that one of the faces of the canonical tetrahedron is the singular tangent plane,

and one of its vertices the pinch-point of the osculating Cayley cubic. This

gives rise to the following theorem.

1. The unodal cubic surfaces which have fourth order contact with a given

ruled surface S at a given point P, which is not a flecnode, are themselves

ruled surfaces. They form a one-parameter family. Just one surface of this

family is a Cayley cubic scroll, and may be called the osculating Cayley cubic

scroll of the point P of the ruled surface S.

2. The canonical tetrahedron has the given point P of the ruled surface S

as one vertex, and the two asymptotic tangents of that point (one of which is

the generator g of S), as two of its edges. The pinch-point of the osculating

Cayley cubic scroll, its nodal line, and its singular tangent plane constitute

three further elements of the canonical tetrahedron, which is thus completely

determined geometrically. The nodal line of the osculating Cayley cubic

scroll, moreover, meets the generator g of S.
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§ 3.  The family of cubic scrolls having fourth order contact with the ruled

surface S at the point P.

We have noted already that the locus of the nodal lines of the cubic scrolls

(41) is the osculating hyperboloid. What is the locus of their pinch-points ?

We have seen that the pinch-points are determined by the conditions

f = n = o,     ,(,_4pr) = o,

where f, -n, £, Í1 are defined by (40). We find, therefore, that the coordinates

of these two pinch-points are given by

(46) Xx=-\p2, Yx = -2p,        Zx = l,        cox=p3,

and

(47) X2=-\p2,        Y2=+2p,        Z2 = l,        co2=-p3,

respectively. For p = 0, of course, the two points coincide. It is easy to

verify that both Xx, ■ ■ •, o>x and X2, • • •, co2 satisfy the three quadratic equations

(48) coZ-XY=0,        Y2 + 8XZ=0,        8X2+Yco = 0,

so that the locus of the two pinch-points is a single twisted cubic curve upon the

osculating hyperboloid. Let us speak of that set of generators of the osculating

hyperboloid to which the generator g of the given ruled surface belongs as being

of the first kind.    It will then be apparent that the following theorem is true.

The nodal lines of the cubic scrolls, which have fourth order contact with a

given ruled surface S at a given point P, are the generators of the second

kind upon the hyperboloid H, which osculates S along the generator g which

passes through P. The pinch-points of these cubic scrolls are the points of a

twisted cubic curve on H which intersects every generator of the second kind

'n two points. This twisted cubic passes through P, is tangent at P to the

curved asymptotic line of S which passes through that point, and has the

plane tangent to S at P as its osculating plane. It also passes through the

pinch-point of the osculating Cayley cubic scroll and there has the nodal line

and singular tangent plane of that surface as its tangent and osculating plane

respectively.

We may notice further that the two cubic surfaces of the one-parameter

family, for which the parameter p has numerically equal but opposite values,

have the same nodal lines and the same pair of pinch-points, as follows from

(46) and (47 ).    This may be expressed as follows :

There exists a two to two correspondence between the cubic surfaces of our

one-parameter family and the points of the twisted cubic.

Finally it may be verified that the locus of the two planes, which are tangent

to one of the cubic scrolls of the one-parameter family at its pinch-points, is a

developable whose cuspidal edge is again a twisted cubic curve.
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§4.  Osculating pseudo-paraboloids of various orders.

If as and y are cartesian coordinates, a curve whose equation is of the form

y = «o + axx + a2x2 +-h anasn

is sometimes known as a parabola of the nth order. Similarly we might speak

of a surface whose cartesian equation is of the form

z=a0 + axx + a2y+-1- un,

where un is homogeneous and of the rath degree in as and ¡y, asa paraboloid of

the rath order.    This latter equation may be written in the homogeneous form

Zco"-1 + u0con + uxof-1 + u2of-2 +-r un__xa> + un = 0,

where uk is a binary form of degree k in X and Y, and where eo = 0 represents

the plane at infinity. We shall have to consider surfaces of the rath order

whose equations are of this form but in which the plane a> = 0 is not the plane

at infinity and in which the three planes X=0, J^=0, Z = Q are not

mutually perpendicular. These surfaces, the projective generalizations of the

paraboloids of the rath order, shall be known as pseudo-paraboloids. We may

write the equation of the surface in the form

Zof-l + eb(X, Y, o>) = 0,

where eb ( X, Y, eo ) is the most general ternary form of the rath order in the

variables X, Y, eo, and in which Z does not occur. The point X= Y= eo = 0,

Z = 1 is an n — 1 fold point of the surface whose tangent cone degenerates

into the plane eo = 0 counted n — 1 times. This property is characteristic of

pseudo-paraboloids. We may speak of the singular point as a unode of the

n — lth order, and of the plane as its uniplane.

If the canonical development (27) be broken off with the terms of any finite

degree ra, a pseudo-paraboloid of the rath order will be obtained, whose unode

and uniplane coincide with those of the osculating Cayley cubic, which has con-

tact of the rath order with the given ruled surface at the point considered, and

which is uniquely determined by these conditions.

We shall make use of one of these pseudo-paraboloids in the following con-

sideration. We have already ascertained the geometrical significance of the

tetrahedron which gives rise to the canonical development. But this does not

suffice to determine the coordinates themselves. In fact any transformation of

the form

A^=X,X, F=X2F,  Z = \Z, cû = \m,

or, in non-homogeneous coordinates,

(49) as = Xâl, y = py, z = vz,
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where X, p, v are constants will leave unaltered the tetrahedron of reference.

However, in the system of coordinates as employed by us, the equations of the

osculating hyperboloid and of the osculating Cayley cubic were

z — xy = 0        and        z — xy — as3 = 0

respectively.    These equations are left invariant by (49) only if

v = \p,        X2 = p,

i. e., if

(50) /". = X2,        * = x3.

But the osculating pseudo-paraboloid of the fifth ofder was also endowed with

an absolutely fixed equation, and we find that X must be equated to unity in

(49) and (50) so that this equation also may be left invariant. Therefore, the

constants, which are still available after the tetrahedron of the canonical system

of coordinates has been selected, are chosen in such a way that the osculating

hyperboloid, the osculating Cayley cubic scroll, and the osculating pseudo-

paraboloid of the fifth order may have the equations

z — xy = 0,        z — xy — as3 = 0,

(51) 563C 5W    ,  .     A
z — xy — x6 — xa + -t^y—= x y + nR 09T9x6y = 0,

y 4Mw_ijl    y^26-3262    "
o

respectively.

§ 5.  Tangents and curves of fifth-order contact.    Discussion of the

exceptional cases.

The osculating Cayley cubic scroll has contact of the fourth order with S at

Mie point P, i. e., all sections of the two surfaces made by a plane through P

will have contact of at least the fourth order. It is apparent, however, from

(27) that there will be certain tangents of S at P such that, in their directions,

the contact of the two surfaces will be of the fifth order at least. We shall

speak of these as the tangents of fifth-order contact. The equation of these

tangents, obtained by equating to zero the terms of the fifth order in (27), shows

that there are five such tangents, of which, however, the generator g oí S counts

as three.    The other two are given by the equation

(62) x2-      5¥C'      xy-^^-O
(    ] 4%hV^\h  y     2*-o2-h2V -°'

and may be spoken of more specifically as the proper tangents of fifth order

contact. They obviously determine two families of oo1 curves on the surface,

two of which (in general) pass through every point of the surface. They may

be called the curves of fifth-order contact.
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A few special cases are of interest. If h= 0, while 6, C, 6' do not vanish,

one of the tangents of fifth-order contact coincides with the asymptotic tangent

of the point P [cf., eq. (24)]. If C'= 0, while 6,6, and 6' are non-vanishing

quantities, the two proper tangents of fifth order contact separate the generator

and the asymptotic tangent harmonically. If 6' = 0 while b, h, C are differ-

ent from zero, one of the proper tangents of fifth-order contact coincides with

the generator, which in that case counts for four. This latter case is to be

well distinguished, of course, from that in which the two proper tangents of

fifth-order contact coincide, i. e., in which the discriminant of (52) is equal to

zero. Let us remember that the condition 6' = 0 characterizes those generators

of the ruled surface whose flecnodes coincide. Therefore : if the two flecnodes

of a generator coincide, four of the five tangents of fifth-order contact at every

point of that generator coincide with the generator itself, and conversely.

Ifb =£ 0, #'=f= 0, h = C = 0, two tangents of fifth-order contact coincide

with the asymptotic tangent, the other three, of course, with the generator.

Finally if
(53) h=C' = d'=0,        6 + 0,

the fifth-order contact tangents become indeterminate, i. e., in this case the

Cayley cubic scroll has contact of at least the fifth order with thé given ruled

surface. If the conditions (53) are satisfied, not merely at a particular point

u, v of the surface but identically, the surface must itself be a Cayley cubic

scroll.

It is of interest to prove this directly. If the conditions (53) are satisfied

identically, we shall have, making use of the expressions (25) for h, C and 6',

»'(/ + K) -1»_ + a»: - o.    <•'. +26/. - «•» - ».
(64) * -SA...

uv 0

If 6u + 0, the last equation may be written

6        6
uv    i      _V

6U"6'

whence

(55) b = cb(u)f(v),

where ep(u) and ^r(v) ave functions of u and v alone respectively. If 6u = 0,

6 is a function of v alone, which case is also included in (55) if there we put

<b(u) = l.   _

The substitution of (55) into the first equation of (54) gives

leb        5 eb2

(66) /=4T-16 ?-**••
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On account of the integrability conditions (2), g is a function of v alone, say

g = x(v)i

so that the second equation (54) gives

ejfyfrl — 2ep2-yjr^ — 4<b2ty2X = 0 .

Since 6 4= 0, neither ep nor yfr can be identically ^ero, so that

(57) ^«_2W„-4^X-0.

The two remaining integrability conditions (2), or

6„+/. = 0,        -fv, + 4gb, + 2bgv = Q,

are satisfied.    This is obvious for the first.    The second gives, after division

^„ + 4X*. + 2fx.= 0,

which is satisfied because this same equation can be obtained from (57) by

differentiation.

The differential equations of the surface become, therefore,

yuu+2eb(u)1r(v)yv + [l^-^^2-ep+v~]y = 0,

(58)
lf-Jr l>]r2\

^-2{^-2W2)y==0;

this system we shall now proceed to integrate.

Let us substitute

y=\/f(v)y

in the second equation of (58).    We shall find

"vv     '     ^L,   "v '

whence

(59) y=u+irv,
where

and where U and U' are functions of u only.    Let us substitute the resulting

value of y, i. e.,

(61) y= ^(U+U'v)
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in the first equation (58).    We shall find

V*(^„ + U'uuv) + 2<b4+[U' + \(U+ U'v)+f\

or

U„ + U'mv + W + (l^-tff)(U + U'*)-0.

Since u and v ave independent variables, that part of the left member of this

equation which is independent of v and that part which contains v as a factor

must vanish independently, i. e., we must have

U^2eb(n)ü' + ^-^f)ü=^

(62)

t/-« + ^4   eb        locp2)U   -U-

Put

Acb(u) ^Jeb(u)

The resulting differential equations for £7 and U' are

ü   -ñ^fÜ + 2ebU' = 0,"u     2 cp    u       r '

77'_Luff' — Q
U«"      2 eb U«-"'

whence, if we put

(63) u=\ Acb(u)du,

we obtain

U' = aü + 6,

JJ= — lau3 — bü2 + cü + d,

where a, 6, c, d are arbitrary constants.

The general integral of the system (58) becomes, therefore,

(64) y = -=4= [- laü3 -bu2 + eu + d + (au + 6)«]
\jcb(u)

where

(65) u= J jcpju~)du,        v = j^~y

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. ai
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Let us denote the four linearly independent solutions which are multiplied by

a, b, c, d respectively by yx, y2, y3, yt, and let eo be the factor cplyjr-l ; then

(66)    coyx = — Jrä3 + uv, coy2=—ü2+v, o>y3 = ü, o>y4 = 1.

The elimination of u and v gives

(6T) 3(y2y3-y1y4)t/4-2y3 = 0,

so that the integral surface of (58) is indeed a Cayley cubic scroll as we had

intended to show. Incidentally equations (66) show that the asymptotic curves

of the Cayley cubic scroll are twisted cubic curves, and that all of them pass

through the pinch-point, a known result.

Analytically the following remark is of interest. If cb(u) and -yfr(v) ave

rational functions of their arguments, the general solution of (58) can always be

expressed by hyperelliptic integrals. Let us look upon the variables u and v as

being capable of all complex values and construct an appropriate Riemann's

surface for each of the integrals (65). The totality of values which a system of

solutions of (58) may assume for given values of u and v can be obtained from

one of them by such quaternary linear transformations as leave the surface (67)

unchanged.

Similar remarks may be made about the general case. Such systems of mul-

tiform functions of two independent variables connected with ternary instead of

quaternary linear substitutions have been considered to some extent by Horn,

Picard and Appell.*

§ 5.  The ool osculating Cayley cubic scrolls which belong to the

oo1 points of a generator.

There is associated with every point P of a ruled surface S its osculating

Cayley cubic scroll. Let P move along a generator g of S; then the pinch-

point of the osculating Cayley cubic will describe a curve, its nodal line will

describe a ruled surface, and its singular tangent plane will envelop a develop-

able.    We wish to investigate these loci.

In the canonical system of coordinates (X, Y, Z, eo), the coordinates of the

pinch-point are (0, 0, 1, 0). Consequently the coordinates of this point

referred to our original tetrahedron F Pz Pp Pa may be easily found. This

gives the expression

(68) 7T =-6u6„2/-466,*+266up + 862o-

for the pinch-point where, be it remembered, y is a solution of the system of dif-

ferential equations (1) and where z, p, er are defined by (3).

♦Horn, Mathematische Annalen, vols. 33 and 34 (1889); Acta Mathematics,

vol. 12 (1888-89). Appell, Journal de Mathématiques, series 3, vol. 8(1882). Picaed,

Annales de l'Ecole Normale, series2, vol. 10 (1881).
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The generator g of S which passes through F contains also the point F , so

that

(69) Y=y + lp,

where I is an arbitrary constant, will represent an arbitrary point Q of g. We

shall set up a system of differential equations for Y of form (1), compute its

semi-covariants and set up the expression II for the pinch-point of the Cayley

cubic which osculates S at Q, making use of the expression (68).

We begin by deducing a system of differential equations for p.    We have

p = y.t     p« = y„, = °->     p, = y„ = -gy>

(70) P„u = yuuv = (Zbg-f,)y- (f + 26„)p,

whence the system of differential equations for p ;

(71) r\u + ^P^, + (/+26> = 0, pvv-^pv+gp = 0.

We have to consider this system together with system (1) for y.

From (69) we find

Yv = z + la, Yv = p-lgy,

(72) rau=[-f+l(2bg-l)]y-[2b + l(f+2bv)-\p,

Fvv = -(g + lgv)y-lgp,

whence

v   , ¿2(26g-/,)+26 + 2Z6 f+lf, + Pg(f+ 26J
/««+_"        1+Pg ~ *»+ ~ 1 + Pg *-">

(73)

^-i + zV**    í + Pfl-    r~u-

This system is not yet quite of the desired form, in so far as the coefficient of

Y in the second equation is not equal to zero. In order to transform it into

another system which shall have that form, we put

(74) r"=Xr,,        \=\/l + l2g,

which gives

(75) t)uu + 2Br!v + Frl = 0,       nvv+Gr) = 0,

where
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„M                    w           lfv + 2Pgb, + l2bgv     Pg.(b,-W.)
(76) F = f +-r-R2^-+    (1 + PgT   '

r   „ , ki. + i?9„        vgl
^-9+    1+Pg        4(1+ l2gf'

The fundamental semi-covariants of (75) will be

»-«.-i[-(**ifîb)-(»-iÇfcH-
The expression for the pinch-point of the Cayley cubic scroll which osculates S

at the point P^ of the generator g is, according to (68),

n-B B y- 4BB Z + 2BB P + SB2!,.

The substitution of the above expressions gives

(78) \U = xxy+ x2z + x3p + xtcr,

where

xx=-Bu(Bv + 2BC),      x2=-4B(Br + 2BC),
(79)

x3 = Bu(-lBv + 2BD),      x4 = 4B(-lBv + 2BD),

if we write for abbreviation

^80) c-*+i + iy      2>~1   1 + iy

CT-r-Z>=l + Z2sr.

Making use of the integrability conditions, we find

Bv + 2BC=bv + (bvv + 2bg)l,

(81)
-IBV + 2BD = 2b + bv I,

so that we obtain

■,--[».+ 6„,Z + *(&„„ + 2?6JP] [5, + (6„ + 26s-)Z],

(82)        **= ~ [46 + áÍJ + 2{K + 2W] [6" + {K + 26fl,)']'

*a = + [6. + KJ+ i(6.„ + 2fl-6.)P] [26 + 6,*],

x4 = + [46 + 4bJ + 2(bTV + 26<7)Z2] [26 + bj],
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as the parametric equations of the locus of the pinch-points of the oo1 Cayley

cubic scrolls which osculate the surface S at the oo1 points of one of its gen-

erators. We see that the locus is a twisted cubic situated (of course) upon the

osculating hyperboloid.

The locus of the nodal lines of the oo1 Cayley cubic scrolls must be the

osculating hyperboloid H, i. e., its second set of generators. For we have seen

that the locus of the nodal lines of the oo1 cubic scrolls, which have fourth order

contact with S at a fixed point P, is the second set of generators on H. But

the osculating Cayley cubic on P is one of these cubic scrolls of fourth order

contact, so that its nodal line is one of these generators of the second set on H.

As P moves along g, this generator moves on H.

The cubic (82) intersects the generator g of 8, whose equations are x2 = as4 = 0,

in two points

y + hP (* = 1,2),

where lx and l2 are the roots of the quadratic

26 + 26,Z-r.(&„ + 26<7)Z2 = 0,
so that

in 2h* u-    2h
ll-rl2— 7. i    Ohn ' *1 l2 —

bvv + 2bg>        ^2-\v + 2bg'
Consequently

But this quadratic is precisely the covariant which determines the flecnodes of

g.    In fact the flecnodes are given by the factors of

u'uP2 - Ky + Ki - u22)yp,
where *

uxx = — 4f,        uX2 = -8b,

(84) u2[ = -4l+8bg = 4bvv + 8bg,

u22 = -4f-8bv.

It also becomes apparent now why the canonical development breaks down if

the point P of the surface S is a flecnode. For, in that case, the pinch-point of

the osculating Cayley cubic scroll coincides with F itself, so that the canonical

tetrahedron degenerates.

Let us multiply out the terms in (82). If the determinant A of the coeffi-

cients of Io, I1, I2, I3 in (82) is different from zero, the twisted cubic will be

non-degenerate.    We proceed to evaluate that determinant.    We have

*Second Memoir, eq. (15).
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4A =

»A. 6„(6„-r-26i/)+&u,6„ K,(bm+2bg)+lbfbm+2gbu),l(bu„+2g\)(b„+2bg)

266,, 2b(bvv+2bg)+2b* o-\(bv,+2bg) (K+^9)2

2bbu      bubt+2bb„ KA+b(K„+W 16,(5,,„+2flr5J

462 666, 262+26(6„„+26<7) b,(b,v+2bg)

Multiply the elements of the second and fourth rows by — 6o/26 and add to

those of the first and third respectively; in the resulting determinant multiply

the elements of the third and fourth rows by —bvj2b and add them to the ele-

ments of the first and second rows respectively. Making use of the equations

which define C and tf we find

-A

whence

A

0

9hcr
23

«£!>(■

i ce
~2~ñ~b~

16~2« 1*

G\+bb-bb

6.6.

28 6 V ""        6  )

-g7(6.. + 26sr)|

h(b    -l-M
2 °°\°™       6   )

(85)

But we have

whence

so that

(86)

where

(87)

be

)2 + $C'2b(bvv + 2bg)

-¿66cC'(6„„

6' = 2\b\- 2bbvv-4b2g),

61 = 2*(2bvbuv - 2bubvv - 266„. - 8bbug),

;-26„ö' = 2'[-62(6_-^) + j66„(7'],

66.

)]■

A =
0'233

22062 '

58 = - 2e [(60; - 2bJ')2 - 4b2C'2e"\

is the invariant of the linear complex which osculates the ruled surface S along

the generator g.* The cubic curve (82) can therefore be degenerate, only if

either the two flecnodes of g coincide, or if the osculating linear complex is

special.

•Second Memoir, eq. (47).
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Of the problems to be considered in this paragraph there still remains the

third one ; whaf is the developable generated by the singular tangent plane of

the osculating Cayley cubic scroll as P moves along g ? But the answer to this

question is very simple. Since the singular tangent plane is tangent to the

•osculating hyperboloid at the pinch-point of the osculating Cayley cubic scroll,

its coordinates (ux, u2, u3, uf) will be proportional to (as4, — xs, — x2, xx)

where the quantities xk are defined by equations (82). This developable is

therefore circumscribed about the osculating hyperboloid, and its edge of regres-

sion is again a space cubic. We may recapitulate the main results of this

paragraph in the following theorem.

At every point P of a generator g of a ruled surface 8, whose osculating

hyperboloid H does not hyperosculate it, there exists a unique osculating

Cayley cubic scroll.    As P moves along the generator g, the locus of the

nodal line of the osculating Cayley cubic scroll consists of those generators of

H which intersect g.    The locus of the pinch-points is a twisted cubic curve

Cx on H, which passes through the two flecnodes of g and which does not

degenerate, except when either the two flecnodes of g coincide, or when the linear

complex which osculates 8 along g becomes special.    The locus of the singular

tangent planes of the osculating Cayley cubic scrolls is a developable which

is circumscribed about the osculating hyperboloid H along the cubic curve Cx,

and whose cuspidal edge is another twisted cubic curve C2 which does not

degenerate unless Cx does also.

The University of Illinois,

Champaign, III.


